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ASPET ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASPET Annual Meeting at EB News
Thank you to everyone who attended the ASPET
Annual Meeting at EB 2013 in Boston, MA and helped
make it a successful meeting. We look forward to
seeing you next year in San Diego, CA, April 26 - 30,
for the Joint ASPET/Chinese Pharmacological Society
Annual Meeting at EB 2014.
Press Releases and Press Coverage from the ASPET
Annual Meeting at EB 2013
Read about the latest research presented at the ASPET Annual Meeting at
EB 2013, including research conducted on an HIV antiretroviral drug, the
therapeutic potential of a peptide for treating PTSD, a noninvasive gene
therapy approach to treating Parkinson's disease, and more.

View Katiesci's Blog Posts from the ASPET Annual
Meeting at EB 2013

Special thanks to Katiesci (@katiesci on Twitter), who was ASPET's
Official Meeting Blogger at the ASPET Annual Meeting at EB 2013. Read
her blog, "Sickness is Fascinating," for insights on various aspects of and
programs at the Annual Meeting.

ASPET Journal News
ASPET, BPS, and Wiley Celebrate Launch of
Pharmacology Research & Perspectives at EB 2013

Editors Mike Curtis and Darrell Abernethy were on hand at the
ASPET/BPS opening reception on Saturday, April 20, and throughout the

Science Policy
News
House, Senate
Members Express
Growing Support for
NIH
A growing number of
Members of Congress have
expressed their support for
increased funding for the NIH
for FY 2014. A Senate letter
organized by Senators Robert
Casey (D-PA) and Richard
Burr (R-NC) obtained 43
Democrat and nine
Republican signatures...

ASPET Joins
Stakeholders Asking
Appropriators to
Provide Adequate FY
2014 Funding for
NIH Spending Bill
ASPET joined hundreds of
other healthcare, education,
and other stakeholders in a
letter urging Congressional
Appropriations leadership to
"provide the largest possible
fiscal year 2014 302(b)
allocation to the Labor, HHS
Education and Related
Agencies Appropriations
Subcommittee."...

Applications Open
for the 2014 ASPET
Washington Fellows
Program
The mission of the ASPET
Washington Fellows Program
is to enable developing and
early career scientists
interested in science policy to
learn about and become
more engaged in public
policy issues. Applications
should be submitted to Jim
Bernstein, ASPET
Government & Public Affairs
Director, at
jbernstein@aspet.org by
September 1, 2013.

ASPET Annual Meeting at EB 2013 to promote the new journal, a
collaboration between ASPET, the British Pharmacological Society, and
John Wiley & Sons. An open access journal that publishes original
research, reviews, and perspectives in all areas of preclinical and clinical
pharmacology, therapeutics, education, and related research areas,
Pharmacology Research & Perspectives (PR&P) is expected to publish its
first issue in the fall of 2013.

Check Out ASPET's Journals on Facebook and
Twitter

Other News
FASEB Releases New
Breakthroughs in
Bioscience Article
Titled "Conquering
Cancer with Drugs
from Nature's
Medicine Cabinet"

"Like" ASPET's journals on Facebook:
Drug Metabolism & Disposition: http://ow.ly/hKJCy
The Journal of Pharmacology & Experimental Therapeutics:
http://ow.ly/hKK9F
Molecular Pharmacology: http://ow.ly/hL6Z6
Pharmacological Reviews: http://ow.ly/hKKpe
Follow our journals on Twitter:
DMD: http://ow.ly/gDp0b
JPET: http://ow.ly/gDp3U
Molecular Pharmacology: http://ow.ly/gDp1L
Pharmacological Reviews: http://ow.ly/gDoYL
The ASPET journals' social media posts will publicize new issues, highlight
mini-reviews and special sections, and announce editorial board
additions. They will also alert you to changes in the Instructions to
Authors, announce new Impact Factors when they come out each year,
and inform you of other updates and changes.

Keep in Touch with ASPET
Receive the latest news from all around the industry by following ASPET
on Twitter.
Network with other pharmacologists on the ASPET group on LinkedIn.
Start discussions, view pictures, and get ASPET information on Facebook.
Keep track of the latest policy issues from ASPET by subscribing to
ASPET's RSS feed.
View our YouTube channel.
To make sure you continue to receive emails from ASPET, add
membermail@aspet.ccsend.com as well as membermail@aspet.org to
your safe senders list. Please also alert your IT departments and email
domain postmasters to add these two email addresses to a list of allowed
senders.

FASEB is pleased to
announce its release of the
latest edition of the
Breakthroughs in Bioscience
series: "Conquering Cancer
with Drugs from Nature's
Medicine Cabinet." Also
available as a downloadable
podcast, the article is the
second of a two-part series
that discusses the basic
research foundations of the
development of natural
product-derived medicines
and specifically focuses on
cancer treatments...

